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Our well dressed class visited the RIT Inn for the fIrst time on Wednesday, September--
RIT Inn Visit 1 Critique

22. K. William Gunther, the General Manager, met us in one of the hotel's catering halls along

with some of his management team, including Rose English, Janice Emerson, and Ann Marie-
Tripoli. Will Gunther felt that most of the questions posed by the class would be directed

towards him, so he stepped back and allowed his team to openly discuss our questions. They

gave us some really good advice for being in the industry. Ann Marie Tripoli said that one

should love to 'interface with the public on a daily basis' when entering this fIeld. Another great

point was that there are poor leaders (bosses) and good ones, but yon can always learn something r;;jr-
from either. We learned that a strategy for success is to get to the consumers directly and fInd

out what they want.

With all this advice for dealing with the consumers, we also received wise words about

the internal aspect of a company. A company should give its employees a sense of family with

mutual respect. In response to questions about overcoming 'fIrst management position hurdles'

the staff again gave great advice. It is important when fInding a job to search for a company that

will match your values. Your work ethic is another important factor injob searching. Most

entry level jobs can be taught and it is up to you to move up with the skills you gain.

This visit taught me a lot about the ethics involved and what you must be prepared to deal

with, people, in this industry. It was great to hear people's experiences and input. The staff of

the RIT Inn was welcoming and friendly. They not only answered our questions thoroughly, but



also gave us a wonderful tour of the hotel. I feel that I can return there asking for advice and the

staff would be more than happy to assist me. I am looking forward to visiting the Inn again.
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Today's trip to the RIT Inn was magnificent. The environmental setting was

peaceful and very soothing that it was felt as soon as people stepped through the door and

were greeted by Rose, the public relations executive. It could not be denied that the Inn

has a beautiful and unique structure.

As the meeting was initiated we all were given a chance to introduce ourselves

and I thought that was very good, since it gave us a chance to break the ice and know

who was who in the room. The plans for the inn were very interesting to me and I was

happy to hear about the student pilot we will be having, in order to promote the industry

within high schools. For a person with no experience in the industry I was very fascinated
,

with how different from anA'regular hotel the RIT Inn is. It not only serves the. Or ~1
~ ~~~~

community but it is own by RIT and it houses RIT students as well. The managersof the

Inn seemed very enthusiastic with their work, that they even open my interest for

working in the Inn and joining this wonderful team of individuals. Also, I was fascinated

with how each manager contributes to the whole progress of the hotel. Everything is very

interconnected; the operation manager, sales and marketing, the executive housekeeper,

public relations executive, and the general manager.

Finally, the tour ofthe Inn was incredible. The whole structure is beautiful and

unique. Each room is like a little log cabin in its own little world, plus every room

smelled nice, something some hotels do not have. In addition, the conference rooms and
--t%

dining rooms were very luxurious and I am looking forward..tiJdthe next visit to the Inn.
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It was the first visit to the R.I.T Inn and Conference Center. Wernet six . p/,
w luvf uJ~

executives who were the General Manager, the Operation Manager, the Sales and~ 11~

Marketing Manager, the executive of Housekeeping, and the Public Relation Executive.

They introduced themselves and talked about their backgrounds. All of them have

distinctive backgrounds in hotel work, and one common aspect that they share is that they

like people.

What I the most impressed are ~at the reason of the Marketing and Sale Manager
~~I

moved to Rochester from Las Vegas and two characteristics of the inn. The Marketing
, -.-----.....

and Sales Manager worked MGM, but she moved here. Some student asked the reason of

that, because MGM is one of the big and good hotels and if someone is a hotelier, they

want to work there. The manager said that her family and fiance is in Rochester, so she

moved here. She seems not having any regrets about that. I thought that if! was her, I can

not make a decision like her. About the R.I.T Inn, it is not the same as other inns, because

it not only has the functions of a normal inn but also the functions of dorms. About 150
~({) - --~

ofthe 350 rooms are placed for students, so almost 50% of the rooms are dorms. Also,

there are two types of restaurants in the R.I.T Inn. One ofthem is opened in the morning,

afternoon, and night for the students, and they can use their flex, debit, and tigerbucks.

Another restaurant is opened at night, which looks fancier and is for the other guests in

inn. Of course, students can use it, but it seems more suitable for other guests. It was



Baek 2

interesting to me; the inn runs two types of functions. It has several banquet rooms,

rooms for guest, and facilities, rooms for students.

Its service for students and normal guests can cause problems. I heard several

times, the R.I.T inn is good, but sometimes meetings in the banquet rooms make

unwanted noises. In contrast other guests cannot stand the big busy days on September's

moving in days. DefInitely, the R.I.T inn has conflicts to control between these guests. I

want to know how they can solve each problem that students and other guests make. In

addition, the inn gives other standard forms to those guests. I am wondering whether the

guests feel conflicts because of each other.
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On Wednesday, the 22ndof September 2004, we went with the Hotel Operation

class to the R.I.T Inn to take a trip in the hotel but more important to meet the general

manager and some of his staff.

First of all, I have to say that I was very excited and very nervous too. However,

as soon as we were all sitting together and starting to introduce ourselves, I felt like we

reached a great atmosphere. Mr. Gunther, who is the general manager of the hotel,

introduced us then to his staff members, who were Mrs. Emerson, Director of Sales and

Marketing, Mrs. Tripoli, the Operation Manager of the Front Desk and the Engineering
cJ~

department, Mrs. Senior, the Housekeeper, Mrs. English, the PR Executive, and finally
1

Mrs. Zinter, who is the Operation Manager in Accounting.

It was very interesting to hear about every persons backgrounds and experiences;

however, I would like to share especially my impressions about Mrs. Emerson, Mrs.

English, and Mr. Gunther. If I would have to describe a person that would have very

important characteristics to be not only a PR Executive but in general a person who

works with people, I would describe Mrs. English, because her sense of humor and love

of her work was very infectious. I am sure that she is a great person to work with,

because I believe that it is very important to be able to radiate positive energy in a work

place. To talk about Mrs. Emerson, we all could make out that she made history in the

R.I.T Inn, which isjust great and shows how successful she must be. A very important



characteristic that Mr. Gunther has is that he is so willing to teach, which is so important

for us as students because that increases our desire to learn once we have the right people

around us.

In conclusion, every staff member we met at the meeting showed me how

important it is to be professional, to love what you are doing and to be eager and open to

learn. I am looking forward to have other meetings in the hotel, because it is just very

exciting to see what you are working for right now as a student. One last thing I have to

share that I am very excited about is that I recognized while I was in the meeting that

practice and experiences are so important and since I do not have any, I decided to apply-
for a job that will give me the opportunity for advancement. So I hope that everything is

going to be the way I am planning and dreaming it.
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For Hotel Operations class.,Professor Crumb's.class will be-frequenting RIT Inn-

.andC.onferenceCenter. Themain-pmp.os.efor-vismng1he Innisifyfmnili2rizestooems

with the hotel ~here.and to-study situations that rould possibly.ari.sethere: .Itcan

als.o,help-studems-withgai-mnghanrls--onexperiencem-1hehospitality-neld.

Our fust visit .onSeptember 23:, 20D4 W$ just .an intr.oducti.on to-the-Inn. We had

many questions.and the staff members .ofthe facilities had ready resp.onses-f.ornm

inquiries. We had several staff members there to-speak with us - the-h.ouse .d.irector;the-

housekeeping director, acrouming directOr,.andthe public relations director. They shared

their hotel experiences with us and their'stories to-OOWthey got to-where they-Metoday.

They als.o.answered .questionsthat we had ab.omwhere they've been in the past, what

their specific jobs.in R.ITInn.and Conference Center are, .andbow they hand.lesituations

in their positions. Every staff member was available for us to-interrogate.

In my t>pinit>n,{)Ufinitial visit to-R.ITInn.and Conference Center w.asootvery

helpful But then again, it was just .omfirst visit. Out .ofall the questions that we

pr~ to-the staff: most of theDnes they answered had nothing to-do:with rdating us

/ j ~¥m andthe field. They _were<! more <>fthegenera! '1""'
.

llimsabout 00te

.

Is instead
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.

~trying to answer tp=ti<ms about the 00tel field reIaringto students. 8<:11=t>fthe

~ Y~. _..~ the ab 'I -~-'. ''':_1 . . the :t': lA-
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The visit \WSlUleye opener for me tho~ It helped me realize that 1do.nonv.at\t

to work in a 300 room hotel. I enjoy the fast pace:of larger scale-~ .anda facility like

the RlT Inn.and Conference Center is just not. for me. The RlT Inn.and Conferenee

Center seemed so lackadaisical.and lagging - we barely saw any guests there. I need to

fast tempo-"2drenaline rush types o-fhotels that keep:me busy and r~ arOllfldfor

.~
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hours.
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Andrew Cabbl~ . e RIT Inn and Conference Cen1er ~ ~-fJ; ~.~ J

Critique #2- VlSlttOth ~.~ . P' I
1

I thought that our first class at the Inn was a very successful one. I enjoyed
\

)

getting out of the classroom setting and being able to learn in an active, functioning hotel.
wtuJ,..,..-

Mr. Gunther gave us an excellentland~taifegarding what is the purpose ofthis hotel

and how it fucntions from day to day. I was also very impressed with the property ofthe

hotel. It seemed to be very clasrnd well kept. Listening to the various managers of the

hotel clearly broke down each persons responsibility within the hotel. This was quite

helpful for me since I had never seen the infrastructure of a hotel's management system.

The position I was most interested by was the public relations manager, Rose English. I

always thought that public relations was a function of the sales and marketing
--A'-~ ~ ~ IP~"".:, ~.

department. I thought it was interesting to see how she was out working directly with the

public and drawing business into the hotel. Listening to all of the managers backgrounds

also intrigued me. I knew that being in this field you jump around many different jobs

but I had no idea of the many different jobs that are available to you. I also enjoyed all of

the prior places they worked. I enjoy traveling and moving around so hearing their

stories definitely convinced me that this was the field for me. Overall I feel that our

classes at the Inn are very helpful and a real learning benefit for us. We are able to learn

methods in the classroom but ~ we have an actual opportunity to apply them in a real

l
.u . . ~
I e sItuation.
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RIT inn critique 1

The visit to the RIT Inn was a nice experience, to get a chance to meet a staff

of highly qualified executives. We had the opportunity to meet and greet, get a

chance to get the background of mostof the individualsamongst the panel. After

hearing their stories, we had a chance to do an extensivequestionand answer

segment,and it was rather informative.After that segment,we got a tour of the Inn,

seeing a few of the rooms, as well as ask about the building of the hotel, how it was

different than other hotels, the way it was built, the extensive measures used to

protect the property from fire, and other types of disasters that may occur. I don't

really have anything negative to say about the trip. It was all positive, and the fact

that we have several more trips planned make this a unique experiencethat other

students in other hospitality programs may not get the chance to do, makes it a

worthwhile experience. I look forward to the next several trips. Hopefully, we can

get a more in depth look at how the Inn runs, and get the full picture, hopefullya 3-

D picture, in a sense, to absorb as much details as possible.
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RIT Inn critique 1
The collaboration between the RIT Inn and the hospitality program at RIT is a

tool that will allow students to acquire first hand knowledge on the hotel industry. The

first meeting with the executives of the RIT Inn was very informative.

Trip number one to the Inn was a great experience. It allowed the students to

break the ice with the management team and was a great way for the students to learn

about each member ofthe team and how they got to where they are today. It was

surprising to me to find out how some members were able to climb their way up the

ladders ITommenial positions to positions of leaders~The undergraduates were able to

learn ITomeach of the managers as they talked about their careers and experiences. A

few of the questions that were developed by the class were answered during the

gathering. The one that sticks with me was the one about stress on the job. Jane the
---

Senior Housekeeper informed us that the job has some very stressful days. She believes

that it is very critical to remain under control and to be able to find ways to deal with

stress since this can be a very strainingjob for management. At the end of the meeting

the class was taken on a tour of the hotel and we were shown the dining and banquet

facilities along with the rooms.

Overall, I feel that this type of cooperation between the RIT Inn and the

hospitality program are very beneficial. This type of interaction will allow students to

learn much more about what takes place IToma management perspective on a daily basis.

It also allows students to ask questions relating to the industry that they may hot have

been able easily find out elsewhere. ~ ~ ~ 1 <YJI1r .
d(~~
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Prof. Crumb

Hotel Operations

R.I.T. Inn Case Study /1

Sometimes people just get the chance to get the best one-on-one

interactions with people who are in the field of work that they are interested in. We had

the chance to meet with the~c;~; Inn here in Rochester New

York on Wed. September 21,2004.

The experience was an excellent one and very organized. The director and

managers were all sitting at the head ofthe room in a panel like setting and they had gave

us all notepads to use if we had some pointers we wanted to write down. The panel

introduced themselves and mentioned their positions. The panel was very detailed as to

their history and what led to them getting the positions that they had. A lot of them had

no kind of formal mentoring to get them into their position; they just worked their way up

pretty much.

Some positions that stood out to me were the Public Relations position and the

director of the operations. The panel then allowed us to ask them any questions that we

might have before they started answering some of the typed questions we made up and

from there we took most of the time because there were a lot of questions. I asked a lot

about the public relations position and my interest was highly sparked. I was so amazed

that I asked the lady, Rose English, if! could spend the rest of the day with her and she

agreed. So instead of going on the tour I went withRoseon a lunch date she had with

some people from the Ms. America pageant that were due to arrive.



This experience really gave me the chance to see a field of work that I feel I might

like, and I feel that it was worth more then just asking questions and getting verbal feed

back. It also helped me to see that there are employers out there who do believe in giving

the younger generation a chance to learn the ropes. I am very grateful for this

opportunity to be able to have a personal mentor in this field of work that interest me.
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Fang Ling Huang

Hotel Operations 1
The trip to the inn was a great experience. It allowed me to learn new things about

the function of the inn and meet many executive managers, all who seemed very nice. I

learned that there are many different departments within the business of a inn. They were

very patient and eager to answer all of our question. I was glad to notice that they really

enjoy their job because it further strengthens my want to work in a hotel in the future.

They told us that it is there "second home", which made the inn sound very comfortable
r~,r

and family-like. It also made me realized that there is a lot you canleam about the -£LA.~ 4
business of a hotel because there is so much involved. The discussion we had with th~~ . 'AAJ'~ ~
managers rea~y helped all of us learn many things. ~.t;J)r

I ~e tourafterwards,but it waskindof shortin my opinion.I likedthe

feeling of comfort the rooms provided but the rooms seemed a little small even compared

to one motel I went to a few years back. I've never been to a inn before but I have been to

a hotel and a motel before. So after the trip, I decided that I like the environment of a

hotel better and that is probably where I would want to work in in the future. ---?

-wJ ~ ~;P;;;jlw ~
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I found the viSi~O the inn to be~2 of the class because

of it allows us to continue to apply what we learn in class to the real world. ~ ')
~~.

It alsoallowedus to meetthe entiremanagementteamso that we knowwho '"V'-
-==---

is responsible for what in the inn. In addition it provided us with insight into

the specific jobs of each of the managers and allowed us to ask questions to

fill in any voids in our understanding thus far in the course. Overall I

believe that the trip was a success.
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Visit to the R.I.T. Inn and Conference Center

On Sept.22, 2004, my hotel operations class had a visit to the R.I.T.

Inn and conference center. We sat in one of the banquet halls and our "lessons"

began at lOam.

We commencedthe visit by being introduced to the managementbody

of the Inn. The managingdirector, William Gunther, was also present among

others. The management staff in attendance gave us a brief history of their

some of their experiences in the field and places that they had worked.

For example, Janice Emerson, Director of Sales & Marketing, told us

that she had worked in two big hotels in Las Vegas.Namely, The Grande Mirage

and MGM Grand, with 3,000 and 5,000 roomsrespectively, I thought that it was

quite intriguing that she had worked at such popular places.

~



After the question and answer forum in the banquet halland general

discussion, we were give a tour of the hotel and I also got to see one the PR

executive's jobs, Rose English,first hand!This involvedher talking to a pair of

ladieswhohadcometo talk to her about the Innbeing involvedin~n~of t~~

programs. It wasvery enlightening. ~ dX~ fl-.yJ' Ir

. r~~~r
Overall, I willsay that it wasa veryld experience and successful

visit in which I learnt valuablenewthingsabout the hotel industry, includinglegal

matters concerninghotels, the staff structure and the job details of someof the

staff in a hotel.
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RlT Inn Visit 1

The inn was donated to RIT and was used as a dorm as well as a hotel. The RlT

inn was the Marriott. The RIT inn has 304 rooms. 135 rooms are for guest, while the rest

is for students during the school year. There are many banquet halls for conventions,

meetings, and any other activities. The inn has its own catering service, bar, and food

servIce.

Janice Emerson is the director of sales and marketing, She is in charge of

marketing the inn to people for conventions and meetings. She has worked in Vegas at

the MGM Grand and the Monte Carlo Casino.

Jane is the senior housekeeper. She has been at the RlT inn before it was owned

by RlT. She has worked in Vegas and has many years of experience.

Rose English is the PR executive. The PR's job is to go out and tell about the

operations of the Inn. She has to attend meetings and conferences. She has to network

with all types of people and business.

Barb Zinter is operations accounting. She is in charge of keeping the books at the

Inn. She worked at a car company and then came to RlT.

Bill Gunther is the managing director. He owns Gunther and Associate. His

company has 150 employees. He helps to manage places and helps businesses start up.



After meeting the director board, we took a tour of the inn. The inn has an indoor

and outdoor pool, a hot tub, and sauna. This is open to the guest and the students. The inn

has many things to offer to the students as well as guest.
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I did enjOythe opportunity to visit the Rit inn, and look forward to future visits. It

wasniceforthe managementstaff,too take a goodpart oftheirmorningto , . '~
accommodateto ourclass. Iam sure theyare allbusypeopleand ftis hard to take two 't' ~
hoursor moreout of yourdayto speak and answerquestions. 'i '

To me, it was interesting learning how many different aspects of management go

into running a hotel. There seem to be a different department for every detail, from

housekeeping, to the front office, to purchasing, and catering, etc I found it just as

interesting that all departments seemed, to communicate quite well. The example

between what Debbie, the director of operations, expected from her housekeeping staff

was extremely clear. There didn't seem to be much uncertainty about what was

expected from each person. Each department seemed to understand their role.

I do wi$h that we had more time, which I am sure we will in future trips, to get

more into specific aspects of the hotel. Maybe break in to smaller groups to follQwa- ri
manager of a department that may seem interesting to us. To learn more specifically

about certain individual aspects, as compared to a general summary of what everybody

does. Though it is interesting, I would like to see specifically what the gm's daily tasks

and trouble shooting is like.

On the whole I found the trip very interesting and look forward to returning. Pleas

pass on thanks to aUthe staff that took time out to answer questions and share a little of

whattheydowithourclass. / ~ ~

w~~\ J/
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I thought that the trip to the RIT Inn was very informative. I think that it is very

interesting to see how the behind the scenes action takes place in any business and

especially in a hotel. I liked the way that the trip was set up and found the question and

answer portion useful with a lot of general questions that I had about what it takes to run

a hotel. I didn't have any idea that you could make individual hotel rooms out of concrete
,,' .4-111'1' l?7?

JJA fl..-vr.J(V:) ~ ~ ~
and then place them together to create such a large hotel.:JM1! . 0.-

I didn't feel like the hotel was in a very good location there isn't a lot of real

business around the hotel and I realized why when I found out that the Inn housed RIT

students in half of their rooms. I can imagine that a majority of their business come from

RIT parents or affiliates of some sort. I would like to know what percentage of there ) ~
business comes from people having nothing to do with the school what so ever. ;(#

I thought that the rooms were adequately sized and were decorated in a normal

fashion. At seventy five dollars a night the rooms seemed to fit the price. I found some of

the hall ways a little tacky and old looking and definitely smelled a sort of musty smell
'<'-

when walking down the hallways. I look forward to going back to the hotel in the future

to pick the panel's brains about their jobs and what to really expect in our industry.

r
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At the RIT Inn and Conference center, youwill fmd an array of talent from people

who are new to the business, to some people from the biggest hotels in the country. What

makes them so good at then-job is they all have the same goal and know how to work as

a team.

TheRIT Inn is owned by RIT and run by Gunther & Associates, a learning program,

who operates not as a separate entity from RIT, whichthey are; but as a family. This

works will for both parties as there are student in the Inn during winter which is the off

season and in the simmer the hotel is open for the tourists. With this relationship, the Inn

can maximize profits through higher average occupancy throughout the year rather then

needing to sellout on all of the holidays in order to make a significant profit.

With the operations reaching into so many directions, you need to have a range of

employees. Janice Emerson is one such person. She brings with her the experience

seeing the MGM Grand under construction as well as opening the MGM and later the

Monty Carlo. As a sales & Marketing Executive, she brings to the table the understanding

of the industry on a larger scale; which makes ~~.~~dis.Qens~I_~~nager to the Inn.

The consensus from the managers at the Inn was the more diverse you are, the more

value you add to your job. They are not talking about being able to do more then one job

within the hotel but rather having the experience of working in the fiend with other hotels

of about the same size oflarger.

The bottom line is that you are able to work as a team within one company with

people from all kind of backgrounds and get them all to move in the same direction.
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The trip to the RIT Inn was very informative on how a 300+ room hotel is run. It

would have been more informative if the panel at the head table had answered more

questions off of the sheet, rather than taking questions most of the time. There were

questions on the sheet that would have been interesting to find out the answer to that they

never got to. The tour was beneficial to take, seeing the facility's features such as the

restaurant and bar. It was a good thing to have such a variety of management people that

were there. Each seemed to key in to a certain group and provide useful information

towards becoming a success in their line of work. I am looking forward to going back to

focus on specific issnes management runs across running a hotel. JY
~\ . /J \¥r*
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Our Firstvisitto RIT INN 1

Wednesday 21, 2004 was our first visit to RIT INN with the class of Hotel
Operations. We met the most important managers in the hotel. This meeting's goal was
for us to learn more about the managersand their different responsibilities. The general
manager, William Gunther, was our main host. He shared his experiences after getting
his degree. As a general Manager I liked the way how he was very experienced before
getting such a high position in a hotel; working in western hotels for nine years.
Experienceand moving around made him grow as a person and made him move up in
the hotel business. Then we had Anne Marie Tripoli, Operation Manager who is
responsible for front desk and engineering. This is very interesting, since I never
thought that one person could be in charge of two different areas.

The third speaker made a bigger influence in me: this was Janice Emerson,
Director of Sales and Marketing. She got her degree on mathematics, and then she
recognized that she didn't like it. So she started in a restaurant as a waitress, and loved
it, and so she moved to hotels getting a 1 year hospitality master at RIT. Then she went
to Las Vegas MGMGrand Hotel. After a couple of years she wanted to go back home
and so she did, settled here, got married, had kids and now she has this great job at
RIT INN. Janice knew what she wanted for her life, she did what she liked and also
renounced to what she didn't like. This is admirable. Leaving LasVegas I am sure was a
tough decision, but destiny made her path be that way and so she is very happy now.
As I said she made an influence on me because for many, success is money, and for
others is just do what they like to, but for me success is when I do what I like but
obviously knowing that it will bring economic successalong with it. And Janice Emerson
did so. This made me feel inspirational to what my goals could be in life. Decisionswe
make will be the final results in our life.

This meeting also made me realize how people that are prepared and show their
interest then they will ascend fast and get what they want. And Jane Senior proved this
when in just two weeks of being a housekeeper she was named senior housekeeper.
Being outgoing and helpful as the other two ladieswere; RoseEnglishand Barb Zinter is
a good characteristic in order to maintain their jobs PR executive and Operation
ManagerAccounting.

Our first visit to RIT INN as a conclusion I would say was a success,since we did
not just met great managers, b also proved it by giving us a physical visit of the
hotel that was donated by el:!!!.a!1tl in September 2003. This was a very helpful
experience for me since I don't have ork experience in a hotel but listening this people
made me feel very enthusiastic abou learnin9 mqre about it. And as they said its very

important to discover your strategies r-(~--
~~.~



LaKeisha Perez
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The visit to the RIT Inn was both infonnational and helpful to me. I found it to be

very helpful when they each explained how they got to be where they are today. It was

sort of soothing to hear how they started in one place and ended up in another position
1

where they are happy. It helped me to relax because I don't know what I want to do or

where to start. It helped me to relax because they didn't know that they would be in the

career that they are in now.

I found it to be very infonnational to hear their job descriptions in depth. I was

most interested in the job of Barb Zinter, Operations Manager of Accounting. I wanted to

learn more about what her educational background was and if there were any courses tha.s-~

she thought anyoue interested in tlris career field should take. ~ ~ :::1~
y 6A-t~ sic, \"fOCi

The visit to the RIT Inn gave a basic understan.Jk to a~cts of daily hotel

operations. It gave me a new outlook on how to approach my co-op as far as what type of

job to look for. For example, if! was interested in working somewhere in the ttont office

I should try to get a ttont desk position in my first co-op, or if I was interested in the

housekeeping aspect that I should search for a housekeeping position in my first co-op.

The visit provided me with more knowledge about the hotel industry. ~

~iA, oM r ) ~
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Hotel Operations
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Sept. 27, 2004

Critique #I RIT Inn
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At the RIT Inn we learned about the positions in a hotel as well as the

backgrounds of the top-management. Each manager or director seemed to have a diverse

background with experience under many of the different departments in a hotel. We also

had an extensive question and answer period where many interesting questions were

answered. One of the handouts included a complete tree of the organization and their

flow to top-management. We then took a tour of the hotel to get a better understanding

of the different functional areas. This included the restaurant, bar, banquet halls, lobby,

pool, as well as two different types of rooms.

Overall, the visit was beneficial since it gave a different learning atmosphere. I

found that the top-management had a diverse background which seemed to be a positive

characteristic since it added to their capabilities to handle different situations. Many

questions were answered that helped my understanding of how this hotel was run. I was

surprised how the hotel was constructed. The type of construction used seemed to be a

lot more cost effective than your regular stick construction. Since the hotel is only 300

rooms they only overbook by 3 or 4 rooms compared to a 3000 room hotel where they

can overbook near 75-100 rooms. I would have liked if more of the questions were t J ~
answered ITomthe list of questions. But overall the tour and Q&A session helped ~~$
increase my understanding of the hotel functions. This was more interesting and ~,r~

,J V nAp./\ J?~. .t...R ",

k. ~.
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The content we covered at the hotel was closely related to the work in class. At

the hotel we were handed the tree that showed us the structure of the hotel and its

employees which compared to the notes we took on hotel management. They also

discussed the many job possibilities and career opportunities. We also went over many

aspects of the internal organization of hotels including executive committee, management

positions, team concepts, and the empowermentof employees. The things that we

discussed in class were supported by the real life examples that the management talked

about. The set up and organization of the hotels was supported by the RIT Inn's

executives with their own description of how their hotel worked. Also the tour of the

hotel and rooms gave a better idea of what a double room actually looked like. It also

helped visualize the layout of a hotel. In general, the RIT Inn visit gave an interactive

learning experience that supported the material in class.



Dana Pierce

Hotel Operations/ Critique on RIT Inn
9-25-04
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On September 22nd,it was the first visit to the RIT Inn. Mr. Gunther, being the

head of the meeting, started it off. This is when introductions and greetings took place. I

~Rose English before/and I think she has a very unique job. She goes to public events

and appears at meetings to inquire about new things. Also, the meeting included the

director of housekeeping and sales and accounting. After introduction, valid information

was given about the hotel being 300 rooms and donated by E.J. DelMonte. After this

were questions. Stress is always around, but the housekeeping manager handles it

especially well. One-hundred and thirty five rooms are normally kept open to the public.

The rest of it houses RIT students. These rooms sell for about seventy-five dollars a

night. The housekeeping director interrupted and said that the students are the better

guests most of the time. Finally we were taken on a tour of the hotel. It hosts about two

weddings a weekend. They also have an indoor and outdoor pool, a restaurant, bar and

lounge, and plenty of banquet space. The hotel rooms have two double beds and a

bathroom. Some of the positives are a coffee maker, iron and board, and cable. If a

student is housed in one of these rooms, it would have two dressers and desks. The hotel

rooms are also built someplace else. It keeps the hotel rooms at better risk of fire safety

with concrete walls. The model is set up very well and was a great experience to be in.

. O~<=A~
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Ann St. Peter
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Hotel Operations
Trip to the RIT Inn

Critique #1



My first visit to the RIT Inn stimulated my interest in the hotel industry. The trip began

by everyone meeting in a conference room and listening to heads of each department within the

hotel speak. Each member explained who there are, what they do, and how they got there.

Everyone in the class introduced themselves as well. This was followed by a time for them to

field questions that any of us students had developed while listening to their presentation, in

addition to the questions that we had previously submitted. The last part of the visit consisted of

a guided tour of the hotel.

Sitting in a conference room listening to each leader of the various departments within

the hotel speak, allowed me to get a better grasp on how the hotel operates as a whole. It was

also interesting to see the breakdown of the individual departments, and how each contributed to

the entire operation. The personality differences from person to person within the different

departments is also worthy of note. It seems logical that a person with, for example, an extra

charismatic personality would be of most value in the marketing or public relations aspect of the

hotel, where as the head of housekeeping would not necessarily need to be as sociable.

However, prior to the visit I had never fully realized the significance of personality.

A foremost point that was clarified on this trip that relates to class material was the job

opportunities within the hotel industry. As a business major, it was refreshing to hear that not all

of the department heads had started out in the hotel industry, but yet were still able to thrive once

they arrived. Furthermore, the idea that all hotels are basically run the same way, regardless of

the number of rooms available or the size of the hotel, was somewhat of a new discovery for me.

It was interesting to learn that not only the same departments exist from large-scale hotels to

smaller-scale hotels, but also the fact that the operations are very similar as well. I found this trip

to be extremely informative in a non-traditional, "more interesting than lectures" sort of way.
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RITInn Visit ~

Courtney Sanford

September26, 2004

Our first visitto the RITInn and Conference Center seemed quite successfuL With the

class sitting at tables facing a head table with managers of the hotel, we were ready for

discussion. Introductions were first done by the management, then by all of the students. Mr.

Gunther noted that we had a very diverse group of experience and representation of the

globe. Itwas explained that most questions typicallyseem aimed toward the general manager

but that Mr. Gunther would try to direct some to other managers, and from there the

discussion began.

The students were able to hear the answers to many of our questions that had been

turned in previously, as well as ask new questions as they arose. A wide variety of topics were

discussed such as the ability of our foreign students to work at the Inn, as well as the career

paths of the management team. We learned about the historyof the hotel itselfas well as

recent and future projects. One being the new high school alliance, which is to educate

studentsinterestedin hospitality.I personallyam excitedto see howthat partnershipcomes

along, as I myselfwas InterestedIn haspilalityalready in earlyhighschool. ~ ~
Ithought that doss's veryIi... visitla the Innwenllncrediblywell.I thought itwas a ~

~\)JQ17 -i-? ?

great contact that one studentmade as she asked to joina meetingwiththe PRExecutive, ~~ \

RoseEnglish,and FoxTV.Iam alwaysinterestedin hearinghowmanagers got to their J~( ~t

positions today and what along the way they liked and didn't like. Everystory is unique yet it

gives us students a better idea of what to expect and be prepared for as our futures in the

hospitality field develop. I am looking forward to our future case studies and visitsto the Inn. It

is a great resource and lab for our Hotel Operations class.
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Breana Sniezek

Hotel Operations

September 27,2004

Summary ofRIT Inn ConferenceVisit

The visit to the RIT Inn was both informative and inspiring. Listening to the

managers tell of their experiences and the transitions that took place throughout the

course of their careers gave me a better understanding of how the industry works. I also

had the opportunity to expand my knowledge of the RIT Inn.

Until the day of the visit I was unaware of some of the job options within the

hotel industry, such as the public relations position. This career path within the industry

is something that interests me greatly, compelling me to learn more about the branches

within this division of the hotel industry.

In addition to learning about this special division within the industry, I learned

useful tips about moving up in the industry once you gain an entry-level position.

Networking is a key factor in this business that helps to dictate where your career will

take you in the future. In order to advance in the hospitality industry, you must be open

to relocating several times throughout the course of your career. Until you reach a

management position that will allow you to opt for where you want to go, you must be

open to traveling and experiencing new people and places.

Thanks to visiting the RIT Inn I am more knowledgeable about the industry. The

RIT Inn's senior managem~ntseemed to be well-organized and portrayed good teamc

chemistry.
.In conclusion, the RIT Inn visit was an excellent learni.n~experi

.

ence.
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Christine Terrio
Hotel Operations
September 27,2004

Over at the RIT Inn, our class met with some of the members of the

executive board, including Bill Gunther the Managing Director, Janice Emerson

the Director of Sales & Marketing, Rose English the PR Executive, Barb Zinter

the Operations Manager of Accounting, Ann Marie Tripoli the Front Office and

Engineering Manager, and Jane the Housekeeping Manager. At the conference---------

center, we listened to the executives introduce themselves, see how they got to

where they are today, and what their current role is at the Inn. We then left part

of our time at the Inn to ask questions about the Inn and their positions. I think

the most popular question related to how business is doing now that the RIT Inn

is thought to be mostly a dorm. And what kind of business they bring in now.
uJL ' . "-"'-"

Laterhake a tour of the Inn, including two of the guest rooms, the restaurant,

pool, fitness center, business center and other parts of the hotel.

I was interested to hear how each of the executives g~t to wh~ tbey arE1 II
\;1 0\.. '-'\A.Q.-'V\~. ~J~

today, including establishing Gunther and Associates in April 2003. The

executive that interested me the most was Janice Emerson, because of her

experience of opening two hotels in Las Vegas, including the MGM Grand, and

also her experience in event planning. After my experience in catering at RIT, it

is something I see myself being involved with. I think I would enjoy event

planning or banquet planning. My other plan is opening up my open Bed and



Breakfast or small inn. I also found it interesting to hear how well the RIT

students fit into the hotel. The idea of the Inn being a dorm is hurting them more

than the fact that some of the Inn is being used as a dorm. It seems like 55% of

the Inn is made up of RIT students during the school year, yet the Inn can't seem

to sell out a lot. I guess I figured with all the sports teams that come to RIT to

compete, the business meetings, etc., they would be able to sell out more often.

Maybe because everyone is local and that they aren't in the downtown area hurts

there business. But they are still doing well I guess. I've only worked in NYC

and Disney, so I was always in a well targeted area.

The visit to the RIT Inn relates to the internal organizatign of a hotel that
" ~ --...

we,_talked.~bou!_in class. There are seven disciplines: rooms division, food and

beverage, HR, Maintenance, Finance and Accounting, Sales and Marketing, and

Security. We were able to listen to what the executives of some of these

disciplines do, their management positions. We also touched on the structure of

the hotel and the amenities they have. We were able to hear what the managers

do to keep the hotel running. They really understand the team concept. One

department can't run a hotel by themselves. The departments have to work

together and be a team. These were topics talked about in class and at the Inn.



Brittany Touchette

Hotel Operations /
RIT Inn Critique
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On the morning of Wednesday Sept. 22ndour class visited the RIT Inn. As

the class arrived we were brought into one of the back conference rooms for a

meeting with the executives of the inn. The meeting was a basic introductory

meeting where we met a few of the departmental heads, learned their

backgrounds, what it is they actually do around the inn, and had some of thV ~
questions we sent ahead along with on the spot questions answered. ~ ?

Among the people we met there were two whose jobs really sparked my

interest. The first was the Senior Housekeeper. There wasn't really anything

specific about the job rather than it catching my interest. The other was a job in

public relations. While I wouldn't want to be a PR executive like Rose English, I

would like to do some of what she does.

After the meeting the class got a quick tour of the rest of the hotel. We
~k~

were showed where the conference rooms are, including the smaller ones for
~

~privet meetings. From there we went to Petals, the restaurant run by the inn. It

is unique because RIT students can use their flex or food debit there along side

customers who have no RIT association at all. We also visited the bar and

lounge and the other restaurant run by the inn. We did not get to see it, but our

group was then told about the area that all of the catering done by the in is run

through.



Brittany Touchette

Hotel Operations

RIT Inn Critique

9/26/2004

The final part of the tour was down to see a couple of the rooms. While

we were being shown a room set up for two RIT students and another one that

was handicap accessible we were told a few facts about the rooms. Some of

things about the rooms that made the inn different from some others is that they
W~~

are all individual cement rooms that are made somewhere else and then shipped

to where they are needed. Once there they are put together like blocks, one on
Lv~~ ~~?

top of another, with a narrow walk space dividing all the rooms for maintenance'-
purposes. Benefits of having rooms made like this are the decrease of noise

transfer and of fire hazards. After that we were free to leave.
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Ji Hyung Yoon

9/27/2004

Hotel Operations

A Critique for visiting to RlT inn

I visited to RlT inn with two purposes; getting to know directors of the inn

in several areas and knowing how the room is operated. For getting to know directors,

a discussion with directors was suitable. Mr. Gunther, who is a managing director of the

inn, shared some of his managing know-hows with students. During the discussion,

there was Q&A time. I could get some ideas about an engineering section of the inn

during the time. In addition, few directors answered some of our chosen questions from

the class. After the discussion, there was a tour of rooms and facilities. I got intrigued a

difference between operating rooms for students and physically impaired students.
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